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Abstract. High market volatility as well as increasing global competition in
manufacturing lead to a growing demand for flexible and agile production networks.
Advanced production systems in turn conduct high capital expenditure along with high
investment risks. However, the latest developments of information and communication
technology in production environments carry promising optimization opportunities.
The approach of this paper is to apply reconfigurable production networks for
scalable capacity and low capital expenditure by adapting “Production planning as a
service”. Therefore, a genetic algorithm was applied to solve a complex optimization
problem. At the end of this work, a prototypical application of the discussed subject is
shown on a world-leading household appliance manufacturer.
Keywords: Production planning, reconfigurable production networks, masscustomization.
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Introduction and motivation

The current global market situation is characterized by shorter delivery times, higher
timeliness as well as high demand volatility [1]. Further saturated markets lead to a
trend of customer individualized products in the consumer business sector [2]. In addition, the industry business sector shows a significant trend to higher individualization
based on various technical requirements. These trends lead to an increasing number of
product variants [2]. High number of variants in turn lead to large inventories in the
make-to-stock (MTS) production approach. The MTS approach is very promising and
ensures very fast delivery times for the mass production of standardized products. However, this mode of operation bears the risk of overproduction and unsold products in the
stock [3].
To tackle this major challenge, manufacturing companies combine the MTS with the
make-to-order (MTO) production approach. The combination of the MTS and MTO
approaches have been discussed since the mid-1990s [3, 4]. The fact that production
forecasts are still very poor is traced back to unforeseeable market shifts and shorter
product lifecycles. This expresses the need for fast adaptable production networks to
ramp up production capacity in very short timeframes [5].
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The latest innovations in information technology can be seen as enablers of fast and
reliable communication between production sites [2]. This paper discusses an approach
to order optimization based on the idea of a Production-as-a-Service concept.

Fig. 1. Model of a simple global production network, characterized by various supply
and demand of capacities [6].
Fig. 1 shows a model of a simple global production network. Very typical utilization
rates are given; some manufacturing sites have too many free capacities, e.g., factory 2
in the figure, others run an excessive workload, e.g., factory 3. Both of these scenarios
are far from an optimal operating strategy [6]. To reach a better solution, a short and
mid-term exchange of production orders should be considered. Therefore,
reconfigurable production systems are promising. The evaluation of the optimal
network reconfiguration will be automatically fulfilled by an applied genetic algorithm.
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State of the art

The fundamentals of reconfigurable production systems and production networks in a
scalable context are further discussed for a greater understanding of the following
reconfiguration aspects in the next chapters.
2.1

Reconfigurable production systems

The idea of reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS) for quick reactions to market
changes started with Koren et al. in the late 1990s [7]. At that time, the majority of
applied operation concepts were based on product-specific machining plants and
dedicated manufacturing lines (DML). Today, many manufacturing companies still use
these concepts; however, some enterprises have decided to install and run flexible
manufacturing systems (FMS) [3].
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Initially, dedicated manufacturing lines are developed for specific products on a
mass production scale [5]. The general system as well as the machine structure of the
DML concepts are planned and fixed before the start of production. Consequently,
DMLs are characterized by fixed capacity limits and lacking responsiveness due to
changing conditions [7]. In very stable markets with high batch sizes, it is possible to
run such a production system in a cost-efficient way. Fast-changing market
circumstances cannot be handled with DML concepts as briefly suggested in Fig. 1.
The flexible manufacturing systems were developed to remedy the disadvantages of
the lacking ability to change the machine structure and the missing flexibility of the
DML concept. The FMS allows adjustments within a predefined flexibility corridor
(see Fig. 1). In contrast to the DML, a corridor is given and not a fixed specific number.
This allows you to run the production system in a profitable corridor. Modifications,
which go beyond the predefined flexibility corridor, go along with high time and cost
efforts. Reconfigurable production systems may comprise several systems, e.g.,
processing machines, assembly systems and transportation systems. That implies the
advantages of dynamic and adjustable systems in terms of capacity, functionality, technology and structure within a cost-effective manner [7, 8, 9, 10].

Fig. 2. Different phenotypes of production networks [8].
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2.2

Production networks

The research field of production networks is quite broad and covers various subject
areas, e.g., social, economic, environmental and technical aspects. Many questions concerning the strategic set up of those production networks have been discussed in
research [3]. The operation and adaptability of those complex production networks are
seldom discussed [6]. Hence, there are various descriptions of the term production
network. The following definition of Röhrs is technical but generally valid:
A production network can be seen as a network where nodes adopt subtasks of a
production process and maintain service exchange relations based on material and
information flow [11].
In Fig. 2, a very common distinction between production networks in phenotypes
can be found. These phenotypes were described by Abele [8]. Further, the figure shows,
on the one hand, the importance of the economies of scale and scope and, on the other
hand, the importance of local features and transactional costs.
So far, the short and mid-term move from one phenotype to another has not been
investigated in-depth [10]. In the following, this idea will be briefly disscused.
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Reconfigurable production networks

Reconfigurable production networks are a promising concept to solve the current and
future challenges in production. They consist of highly flexible factories with
reconfigurable manufacturing and assembly systems, and they offer the ability of
network reconfiguration. The modularity of RMS allows a reconfiguration of capacity,
functionality and technology within minutes or hours according to market demands and
required products [10]. Due to the increased usability and mobility of the individual
elements, reconfigurable production networks enable an agile production in a volatile
and competitive environment. Moreover, they increase the possibility of distributing
the product portfolio across locations.
The increased technical capabilities of reconfigurable production networks prescribe
new requirements for production planning. Westkämper & Zahn recommended a
fundamental change from resource-based to capability-based production planning [12].
Thereby, the degrees of freedom in detailed planning can be increased while the
planning accuracy is constant. Automated production planning is feasible based on
processing, resource, order and activity models. A core element is a comparison of the
processing steps to be manufactured and the available capabilities in the production
network. The following concepts applied different algorithms – mainly linear
programming, genetic algorithms and game theories – to solve the optimization
problem of production planning:
Hees developed a method for the mid-term production planning of RMS based on
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) [10]. The concept aims to align capacity
supply and demand. The order allocation within a RMS defines a combinatorial
auction designed by Suginouchi [13]. Bensmaine et al. configured a non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm II (NGSA-II) to identify a suitable machine configuration for
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a defined set of orders [14]. The majority of the described concepts focus on the
selection of the optimal configuration of the network, RMS and order allocation.
Supply and demand for each period are known and form the basis for the optimization
process, which mainly targets minimal production costs.
However, all concepts are limited by the subtasks of production planning and exhibit
the following essential weak points: Execution of resource-based instead of capabilitybased production planning; consideration of limited hierarchy levels of a production
network and limited dimensions of changeability (product, operation, capacity). What
is not taking into account were factory-specific resource differences and logistic expenditures.
A new holistic approach is required to fulfill the requirements of production planning
in reconfigurable production systems.

4

Approach of production planning to reconfigurable
production systems

A concept for capability-based production planning in reconfigurable production systems will be developed. The core element is a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the problem of optimal order allocation [15].
The requirements of the developed concept are as follows: Orders with a high variety
of products and demand have to be allocated to the resources of an established
reconfigurable production network. Thereby, on the one hand, production costs have to
be minimized and delivery dates fulfilled, and, on the other hand, the three dimensions
of changeability for all hierarchy levels of the production network have to be
considered.
The selected approach combines the expedient elements of the concepts described in
chapter 3 with new elements to fulfill the requirements. It follows the overall approach
of capability-based production planning. The basic design comprises the three function
modules: order consolidation, capability availableness and order allocation.
The resource model represents the capabilities and characteristics of all resources in the
production network (see Fig. 3). Various modules Mm are combined into resource
configurations RCr and provide the specific capabilities for each work station. The
supply of capacity for each RCr is derived from the capacity profiles of the required
modules. Consequently, each RCr owns various technology vectors TVRr,j. A
configuration matrix stores technical and planning configurations for all RCr in the
production network. The order model represents the entire manufacturing process and
the capability demand for each processing step. Analogous to the resource model,
technology vectors TVDd,i represent the capability demand. Moreover, quantity,
delivery date and location are stored information in the order model. The system model
defines production network, factory, RMS and module as the five hierarchy levels of a
reconfigurable production network. The numerous variations of the manufacturing process for a product are compiled in a process variations graph. The first function module,
order consolidation, initiates the planning process by merging all orders with the same
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product, delivery date and location to a production order, except orders with a starting
time within the frozen zone or high urgency.
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Fig. 3. Configuration matrix representing supply of capabilities and capacity.

The concept of demand-capability comparison based on technology vectors is the core
element of the module capability availableness. If all corresponding technology factors
of TVDd,i and TVRr,j comply with the comparative operators, an RCr is capable of
fulfilling the demand of a production order (see Fig. 4.). Subsequently, the supply of
capacity for all capable RCr is determined to update the configuration matrix. As a
result, only capable and available RCr are included in the following scheduling process.
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TVDd,i = Technology vector i of processing step d; TVRr,j = Technology vector j of resource
configuration r; TFDd,i,k = Technology factor k of TVDd,i; TFRr,j,k = Technology factor k of TVRr,j

Fig. 4. Demand-capability comparison.

Order allocation is executed by a modified NSGA-II. Following the evolutionary
principle “survival of the fittest”, the algorithm identifies near-optimal solutions for an
optimization problem using the operator's selection, termination, recombination,
mutation and substitution. The starting point is a randomly generated initial population
of individuals, each representing a valid solution. A fitness function controls the
optimization process. In the following, the developed approach is described in detail:
Each individual is a combination of a variable number of genes consisting of alleles
representing the order allocation (TVDd,i and TVRr,j), category of capacity (xi,t), job-
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split factor (JSdijl), branching points in the manufacturing process (andd,i) as well as
scheduling priority (rank) (see Fig. 5).

TVDd,i TVRr,j

xi,t

JSdijl – andd,i –

1

2

…
Rank

Fig. 5. Generic model of individuals.

The present optimization objective is minimal production costs, consisting of process,
set up and transportation costs (see Fig. 6.). The majority of the costs can be integrated
into the GA-operators through individual constraints requiring a repair function and a
modified fitness function. The repair function ensures the complete representation of
all production orders within an individual regarding the lot size of the processing steps
and the manufacturing process. A decoding heuristic generates a valid order allocation,
which dispatches every production order lot of an individual into a machine schedule
according to the information given in each related gene, starting with the gene of
highest scheduling priority. The fitness function subsequently evaluates the quality of
the solution by calculating the sum of the objective and penalty functions. Adherence
to delivery dates increases the calculated fitness value.
Objective Function
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Model Parameter
Sum of production costs [€]
Sum of set up costs [€]
Sum of process costs [€]
Process costs of TVRr,j for standard/additional
capacity [€/h]
Set up costs for RCr [€/Reconfiguration]
Sum of transportation costs [€]
Job-split factor of lot l of processing step d [%]
Decision Variables
1, if TVDd,i uses additional capacity in periode t

Transportation costs between work place w
and w-1 of lot l from production order k [€/pc]
Transportation costs between final work
place wmax and delivery location Lk of lot l
from production order k [€/pc]
Quantity of production order k [pcs]
Process time for a processing step d with
TVRr,j [h/pc]
1, if work place w utilises in period t-1 a
different RCr

Fig. 6. Objective function of the optimization problem.

Initial population, substitution, termination and selection are implemented in line with
the general principles of an NSGA-II. Two different mutation operators were selected:
In mutation 1, some genes were randomly selected and mutated in TVRr,j, xi,t or JSdijl
to increase the diversity of individuals. In mutation 2, a pair of genes was randomly
selected and swapped to modify the scheduling priority.
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A prototypical application in the production of household appliances
The developed approach was successfully applied in the replicated reconfigurable production network of a household appliance manufacturer, consisting of four factories
and three target markets. The system for production planning was able to reduce the
overall production costs, although improvements in runtime and detail level of costs
are required.
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Conclusion

The presented approach of reconfigurable production networks holds significant
potential in order-based production. Especially issues concerning the utilization rate of
various production sites by short and mid-term production planning show benefits. The
genetic algorithm based on a configuration matrix and a demand-capacity comparison
solves the problem of optimal order allocation.
To sum up, this paper showed a good opportunity to react fast to high market
volatility in the order-based production by intelligent reconfiguration of an existing
production network.
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